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PREFACE

CHALLENGES
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) obligations are a major focus of regulators
and a burden to financial institutions. The traditional approach to client reviews for KYC and AML
purposes has been to invest in teams of people who can keep up with ongoing obligations and changes in
regulation. However, this drives up the overall cost of compliance and is unsustainable, particularly in
times of the challenging operating environment we currently face – with increasing complexity, regulatory
scrutiny and highly publicized nature of missteps.
This paper sets out to demonstrate the limitations of the current KYC approach and then presents a more
efficient and effective way of conducting KYC and periodic reviews by relying on profiling, and a dynamic
trigger based approach to managing and overseeing client relationships.

Onboarding and Initial Risk
Rating

Periodic Reviews

During the onboarding process, KYC is
conducted and a customer risk rating is
assigned to the client. Financial institutions are
required to perform KYC on an ongoing basis
throughout a client lifecycle. Typically, the risk
rating assigned at the time of onboarding will
dictate how the client file is updated or
“refreshed” over the course of the relationship.
Client refreshes involve conducting periodic
reviews of client data and documentation to
ensure that the relevant regulatory obligations
are being met with respect to the client.

The timing for periodic reviews is determined
based on the risk rating that a financial
institution sets on the client at the time of
onboarding. If a client is rated high risk, the
client file will likely require a periodic review
annually. If the client file is rated low risk, it may
not be up for periodic review until 5 years after
onboarding. A lot can happen to a client in 5
years!
Between periodic reviews, updates to the client
file and additional or enhanced due diligence
may be required when a “trigger event” occurs.
Trigger events are materially significant events
that impact the risk of the relationship, which
include events such as leadership changes,
geographic changes, credit changes and product
changes.
Today, a financial institution will rely upon the
front line, or relationship manager (the “RM”), to
keep up to date with what is happening with a
client relationship and to identify any trigger
events that occur between periodic reviews. This
is problematic because it is subjective,
inconsistent across RMs and assumes an RM is
intimately aware of the client.
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PREFACE

CHALLENGES
Periodic Reviews
(continued)
Reliance upon RMs for identification is problematic for a few key reasons.

1

2

3

Too Many Relationships to Manage. An RM may have over 500 relationships to manage
– making it difficult to know every time a significant change has occurred.

Inadequate Front Line Tools. The front line isn’t armed with the same tools as
compliance to detect material changes to a client – creating data silos and
inconsistencies across an institution. An RM will likely rely upon google alerts and often
irregular conversations with clients to stay up to date with how the relationship is
changing.

Turnover of RMs. There is frequent turnover of RMs – resulting in client relationships
changing hands of RMs over the course of a relationship. A large global bank client
recently conceded that a periodic review takes up to 180 days on average to complete
with more than half of the time being spent on identifying the RM responsible for
managing the client! Also, the periodic review itself is often time consuming and
expensive – especially when an onsite is required as part of the review process due to
the risk level of the client. Furthermore, in the current COVID-19 environment, onsite
presence is challenging and often not possible.

The current periodic review process is not only challenging for banks, but it is also frustrating for bank
clients. The repeated requests for KYC data and updates is a burden to banks’ clients and can
jeopardize the client relationship as a whole. According to the American Banker’s Association, KYC
processes have spurred more than 10 percent of corporate clients to say they were changing banks. A
better client refresh process could help reduce client churn and maintain, and as will be discussed
later, help to increase, revenue. There is a better way.
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PREFACE

CHALLENGES
Ongoing Monitoring
The concept of ongoing monitoring is not a new one in compliance. Regulators have pressed financial
institutions to monitor the following key areas:
§ Monitoring for suspicious transactions
§ Monitoring to ensure compliance with law (i.e. sanctions)
§ Monitoring for adverse media to ensure risk assessment is accurate (i.e. looking for articles about a
client that have a negative sentiment)
Most ongoing monitoring technology is focused on monitoring of PEPs, sanctions and adverse media
or monitoring for suspicious transactions. Adverse media monitoring results in substantial false
positives. By focusing on adverse sentiment, the number of false positives are significant. Also, you
miss non-adverse adverse events that wouldn’t get picked up by sentiment tools. For example,
expansion of operations into a high-risk country might not get picked up as “adverse” media but it will
likely have an adverse impact on your risk rating of that client.
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PREFACE

A NEW APPROACH
Perpetual Relationship Monitoring
Financial institutions and regulators recognize that a complete and up to date client file is critical to a
bank’s ability to properly risk assess and manage a client relationship. Yet, when it comes to monitoring
for changes to KYC data or monitoring for trigger events that would require KYC data to be updated,
financial institutions are lagging behind. Instead, financial institutions have become dependent upon the
costly periodic review process to update client information.
Proactive monitoring of clients and a dynamically updated client file can solve this problem. Use of
technology to identify when a material change has occurred that requires an update to a client file or
revision to an internal risk rating is the next frontier of KYC and risk assessments.
In this situation, onboarding serves to establish a baseline view of a client, with perpetual monitoring to
serve as an ongoing evaluation of the client. By automating data gathering on an ongoing basis using
technology, an institution can reallocate time that is currently spent collecting data from widely available
public sources to client evaluation and relationship management.
And with Sigma’s technology, augmenting the periodic review process with dynamically updated data is
now possible.

Autonomous, “AI in Financial Services”, 2020
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RECOMMENDATIONS

INCORPORATING
PERPETUAL MONITORING
INTO YOUR WORKFLOWS
Sigma transforms multiple data sources into a single, unified stream of actionable risk intelligence. So
how does it work?
Sigma’s technology collects, organizes and sorts across 1000s of data sources that are external to an
institution. Sigma leverages both structured and unstructured data, such as corporate registries, global
trade data, PEP and sanction data, regulatory actions, news and more.

100B+

600M

1.5M

260+

data points

companies

people

countries

By analyzing external data into a single stream of risk intelligence and seamlessly combining it with
your internal data, Sigma enables you to see issues from every angle with 360 degree contextualized
insights.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Automated Trigger Event Detection
Sigma uses machine learning to monitor, on an ongoing basis, across its structured (i.e. corporate
registries, regulatory filings, etc.) and unstructured (i.e. news) data sources for changes in the data and
distills it into 18 categories of “trigger” events. These 18 trigger event categories have been developed
based on financial institution trigger event policies and industry best practice.
Notifications and Customization

The key to perpetual monitoring is that you are made aware of key change when it happens – not 1, 3 or 5
years later. Timely notifications are critical to making this happen.
Yet, not every institution or division within an institution will be interested in the same types of
notifications or cadence of receipt. Thus, Sigma has made it possible to tailor notifications through
filtering and customizing the notifications received.
Examples of Sigma Event Types

Product
Change

Institutional
Scandal

Operational
Change

Location
Change

Shareholder
Change

Merger &
Acquisition

Credit
Update

Sanction

Governance

Divestment

Legal

Leadership
Change
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Improved Workflows
Proactive relationship monitoring can create greater efficiency and effectiveness in your workflows in
three main ways.

1

Ongoing Screening of Clients: By leveraging technology to conduct regular screens
on your existing clients, you can be confident that your client files are updated and
accurately maintained. This ensures that your risk ratings on your clients are
updated at intervals more frequently than the periodic review and reduces your
overall client risk exposure. It also puts you in a position to decide how and when to
speak to a client.

2

Extend Refresh Deadlines: If your client risk ratings update on a regular basis and
you are confident that no trigger events have occurred since the last periodic review,
you may be able to extend refresh deadlines and reduce the frequency of periodic
reviews. This will lead to decreased costs and increased client satisfaction.
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Accelerate the Front Line: By implementing perpetual relationship monitoring, you
empower the front-line with data. Not only does this enable the front line to help
manage risk by knowing when key risk factors have changed, but it also empowers
the front line with potential revenue generating information. If the RM is
automatically notified when a client has entered into a new product line or
geography, the RM can focus its business development efforts in a targeted manner
to bring more value to the client – and ultimately more revenue to the institution.

CONCLUSION

Invest in Future-proofing
The COVID-19 pandemic created drastic changes in our daily lives and business practices. As a result of
the pandemic, the banking industry was forced to quickly innovate to a digital first environment.
Customer service shifted from branches to online engagement. New account onboardings happened
quickly and entirely online. Compliance teams moved from onsites to reviews via video conferencing. The
pandemic forced in just a few short weeks and months what might have otherwise taken years to
accomplish.
Adoption of new technology driven innovations to improve the fight against financial crime has been at the
forefront of conversation in the industry for several years. Yet, adoption of new approaches has been
slow, with hesitations coming from regulators and industry alike. Given the acceleration of innovation that
has happened thus far in 2020, now is the perfect time for institutions to rethink their financial crime
strategies and lean into new ways of doing business. A recent McKinsey report titled “The Investigatorcentered approach to financial crime” called for a shift from fighting financial crime through regulatory
box ticking to a new “investigator-centered approach” driven by collaboration, technology and a drive
towards greater effectiveness and efficiency. Perpetual relationship monitoring is just one piece of this
new approach, and as noted in the preceding pages, one that can have tremendous impact not only on
compliance but on the entire business itself.
Furthermore, as we noted in a recent Sigma blog, those who innovate during times of crisis outperform
those who don’t by 30%. We are entering a time of great opportunity where we can emerge from this
global crisis with more effective tools, openness to collaboration and an innovative mindset pushing us
towards a stronger, better future.

SIGMA RATINGS

Sigma Ratings is a leading AI-driven risk intelligence and ratings company, based in New York, serving
clients globally. Sigma Ratings helps organizations leverage big data to automate and more holistically
assess risk across people, companies and countries via web-based and cloud-based analytics solutions.
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